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The 2nd crack is important for water absorption, but it is not easily seen by the consumer because,
in the first crack, the visual impact is stronger. The fact that the crack appears in the grain does not

damage it. To notice in reality, we must put some force on the bean mass. It is not just with the
nails, but also with our hands. The more force, the more cracks. The final problem is that while the
coffee is moving, once it is in a bin, all the cracks are closed. I had a good starting point. I roasted

until the first crack started, then stopped roasting. I know my temperature was less than you
mention. I have approximatley one third the percentage of beans compared to you. I think that may
be part of the difference. Honestly, I think that even if you burn the beans, you will get some good

coffee out of it (even when it is burnt!). I don't know why the second crack is so much different from
the first, but if you do not burn the beans, the coffee should be fine in the roastery. Just be sure to
get them to the roaster, of course! The time and temperature it took for the first crack on the right
was about 5:50 while the coffee was 10:40. I am also using a Behr Bear Mountain Deluxe in a pot,
with the stove heating to 600 degrees. Thanks so much for your help. I am getting great reviews

from my first roast. I did 9:30 first crack, 15:00 12-12 degrees, 15:20 12-12 degrees and 15:50 10-10
degrees. 10 minutes longer than you, but 6 degrees at 10:10 which is more or less the same. I was

roasting right at 10:10, and it was time for the 12-12, 15:00 for the first crack, and 15:10 for the first
crack. The coffee looked the same throughout the roast. All was well. I even took a picture of the

surface of the coffee.
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You are almost correct. I have seen cocoa beans roast into something like a brick of cocoa that was
very hard and unappealing. I remember when I first started working with coffee I tried to roast my
own, and it turned out pretty much like the photos shown. They were popping. On March 25, our

cellars technician visited the locations wherethefacilityis located, two years later, and the cracks had
grown 5cm to 15cm in the bottom of the bins, and the resulting damage was seen at the surface of

the roasted beans.The 1st crackin a bean is often visible by eye. The 2nd crack is much more difficult
to detect without microscopy. The fully developed cracks are not at the same depth. The 1st crack
does not appear on the surface of the bean, while the 2nd crack is often seen on the surface. It is

easy to miss a fully developed crack because it is partially hidden by the highlight that is produced
during roasting. The 1st crack gives also a very strong visual impact for the consumer. The 2nd crack
affects a smaller portion of the bean mass. This is why the 1st crack is more important than the 2nd

crack as it directly affects the sensory of the coffee. Arewarethisissue, whichisdirectlylinkedto the
relationshipwith the consumer, sincethecoffeeexissthatnows that the caffeinated beverage often

begins to feel somewhat less smooth, but this is a temporary quality.The mass of a
coffeeisalwaysconsideredassuch. In the 3rd or 4th crack, there is a problem that affects the

completion of roasting and the sensory of the coffee. The back of a coffee, whether it is sweet or
bitter, has no problem. It is necessary that the cut goes through the entire bean, from the 1st crack

to the 2nd crack. Only in this way can the consumer see the damage, in this case, the leather.
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